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However, its free version only offers a 500 Mb/month limit and a single server location automatically assigned by the application.The provider headquarter is located in the US, and it relies on its own created Catapult Hydra protocol to secure its users’ privacy. We made sure to read the privacy policies of the VPNs mentioned in this guide to make
sure these VPNs don’t leak user data or sell information to third parties.If a free VPN stores generic information like the amount of data used, the number of users connected to a server, and more is fine. All information might be transferred to other servers we could use, and we will take reasonable care with these possible transfers.”If you value your
privacy and anonymity, then avoid using SuperVPN on your Android device at all costs.FAQsHere are some of the best free VPNs for Android in September 2022:ExpressVPNWindscribeHide.meProtonVPNTunnelBearSurfEasyOperaVPNBetternetHotspot ShieldSpeedifyWhile paid VPNs make money through subscriptions, free VPNs generate income
from use. It is also among the fastest VPNs for Android users.Yes, you can take advantage of premium VPNs offering free trials or a refund policy. Unfortunately, the provider doesn’t offer other popular VPN connection protocols such as OpenVPN, SSTP, IKEV, and L2TP/IPsec, which is quite a drawback.With its headquarter located in the US, there
are few concerns related to online privacy and security, even if the provider confirms that it doesn’t store any VPN connection logs.Hotspot Shield VPN premium plan offers unlimited bandwidth, AES-256-Bit encryption, 24/7 live tech support, and a 45-day refund policy for its users on Android devices.Speedify operates a network of 50+ servers in
35+ countries. However, the best free VPNs will not have a noticeable effect on your speed.During testing, we have found that free VPNs offer slower speeds as compared to paid VPNs. That is why we made sure to conduct various speed tests on a regular basis. Minimum Requirement: AES 256-bit encryption, IKEv2 protocol.Google Play Store has
hundreds of free VPN apps claiming to be the best VPN, but in reality, those apps only act as a proxy.These services don’t encrypt your traffic and only change your IP address. The safest VPN service for Android is ExpressVPN which you can try extensively for the whole month with its 30-day refund policy.Nonetheless, if you must use free services
that are free of cost, take a look at the list of providers covered in this guide, as they are well-reputed to be safe and secure, and if you are from the UK and looking for some of the top free VPNs that work best in UK, we have ranked them as well according to their performance.Few disadvantages of using a free VPN for AndroidIf you’re going to get a
free VPN service, you’ll have to accept some disadvantages that are almost always part and parcel of a free VPN. But if you want to choose a virtual private network for yourself, here’s what you should look out for:Data cap – How much monthly data cap does the VPN offer and is it enough for your requirement. Even if it doesn’t work with other
popular streaming services like Hulu, HBO Max, and more, it should work with Netflix US or UK.That said, free VPNs are no match for paid VPNs when it comes to streaming.4. Logging PolicyRecommended: Does NOT keep any logs. Some of the common disadvantages are:Substandard securityFree VPN services often neglect to use modern
encryption and tunneling protocols and secure VPN tunnels, leaving free users exposed online. Unfortunately, many users don’t know that this app uses a peer-to-peer system because it can’t afford an actual VPN server network.This means that another Hola user can acquire your real IP address and do anything they want with it. Protection is the
essential function of VPNs, so if a VPN can’t even ensure your security effectively, it certainly can’t be relied on for anything else either.Most free VPNs log user data and sell it to third parties meaning your privacy is compromised, and private information is exposed to advertisers. For example, the best premium VPN provider, ExpressVPN, also offers
a 30-day refund policy which makes this premium provider a competitive free VPN for Android for the first 30-days of subscription.This way, you can use a premium VPN for free for a limited amount of time.Yes, only the free VPNs mentioned in this guide are safe. However, when using premium VPNs like ExpressVPN, you will not experience any
drastic speed changes.Bottom LineFinding the best free VPN for Android is a tricky business. Minimum Requirement: 10 GB of free data per month.The first important element to consider while choosing a free VPN for Android is the data cap. Some free VPNs also log user data and sell it to third parties to make money. Well, to be fair, it’s more of a
channel bonding tool than a full-fledged VPN. They offer few free servers, therefore, you’re going to have to bear bandwidth limits with 99% of the free VPNs or free Android VPN apps out there.Speed limitLike bandwidth, speed is also often throttled by free providers because they can’t generally afford to provide full speeds to users on the free plan.
So, it’s best to choose a VPN that offers a generous bandwidth limit.The monthly bandwidth allowance between 5-10GB is decent. Not all VPN apps on Google Play are safe and genuine.Why Do I Need a Free VPN on my Android?Using a VPN is an excellent way to protect your security and privacy. It offers a simple and effective app with all the
advanced features available in its desktop version. It’s best if the app has a simple layout and all the features are easily accessible.If a free VPN app also offers advanced features such as a kill switch, that’s a bonus. It has a Google rating of 4.2/5.0 92 Mbps speed on a 100 Mbps internet connection and complete compatibility with Android 11, 10, Pie,
Oreo, Nougat, Marshmallow & Lollipop.Windscribe, ProtonVPN, TunnelBear, Hide.Me are all 100% free VPNs. These VPNs offer a limited bandwidth per month free of cost.Thanks to its lightweight app and fast VPN protocols, ExpressVPN is our top pick for the No#1 VPN app for Android users. Some VPNs may also offer extra features like an ad
blocker, split tunneling, port forwarding, and more. So, if the user performs any illegal activities, it might have legal consequences on you because authorities might use that IP addresses to track you. Minimum Requirement: Should be able to unblock geo-restricted streaming services.Most people use a VPN for accessing blocked streaming sites. This
encryption mechanism is supposedly way harder to crack than the usual AES-256-Bit encryption found in almost every VPN.It also offers an internet kill switch and Speedify channel bonding – a self-developed protocol that works by combining all network connections such as Wi-Fi, cellular, and Ethernet simultaneously to offer a seamless and refined
network connection.While this service easily cleared every IP/DNS leak test, its free version failed to unblock Netflix and other popular streaming services like BBC iPlayer, ITV, Hulu, and Amazon Prime Video. In one passage, SuperVPN explicitly stat”s: “We keep all information on highly secured servers based in the United Kingdom and the USA.
For these highly suspicious facts, Hola VPN is an app best avoided by Android users who prefer an encrypted connection.2. SuperVPNSuperVPN has over 50 million downloads on the Google Store, but it has a highly ambiguous, almost cryptic privacy policy. The same research also found that 84% of these apps leak user traffic, and a whopping 80%
request access to sensitive user information, including contact information and text messages.Most of these best free VPN services for Android phones. With a VPN, you can also bypass censorship and access geo-restricted content as well.Are free VPNs safe to use on Android?Whether you’re looking for the best free VPN services for Android TV,
tablet, or phone, there’s always a risk that the VPN you’re installing on your device may be infected with malware. Security is essential when it comes to free VPNs because most services don’t offer what is promised.6. Easy-to-use Android AppRecommended: Android app with all advanced features like a kill switch. Free VPN software generally
reserves express speeds for their paid users – and honestly – that makes sense since paying customers deserve the best quality of service.Device compatibilityFree apps generally only support a single simultaneous connection, unlike paid VPNs that support simultaneous connections on various devices. VPNs generally reduce your speed because of
data encryption. Free VPNs, on the other hand, offer slow speeds and unreliable connections.ProtonVPN offers unlimited data for Android devices. They can see the websites you visit and your browsing history. Similarly, free VPNs also don’t use industry-standard encryption protocols for data protection.Bandwidth limitSince providers offering VPNs
for free aren’t charging free users anything, they have to enforce data transfer limits to serve many users equally. However, for the ultimate and complete privacy, data protection, and unblocking capabilities on Android, cybersecurity experts advise you to trust the best premium VPNs for Android over completely free VPNs, just like ExpressVPN,
which comes with a 30-day money-back guarantee.When using a VPN, it is normal to experience a slight decrease in speed because it encrypts your traffic, so your data takes some time to travel to the VPN server. Currently, the service is compatible with all the leading platforms like Windows, Mac, Linux, Android, and iOS.To learn more about this
provider, check out our Speedify review.ProsAES-256-Bit encryptionSupports torrentingChannel bondingCons2 GB/month data limitFrequent disconnection issuesTesting Methodology: How to choose the best free VPN service for Android?All of the free VPN services that I’ve listed in this guide have been extensively tested. That said, the free VPN
should at least work with the US Netflix library and a few other regions.As most services offer limited servers, the results will not be consistent, but don’t settle for nothing. All in all, it is another best free VPN you can go for.Speedify headquarter is also located in the United States, but it does reassure complete privacy with a no-log network and
ChaCha 256-bit Encryption. IKEv2 is also acceptable, but WireGuard is faster than both OpenVPN and IKEv2. So, you are bound to get slow speeds.3. StreamingRecommended: Can unblock Netflix US or UK library. So if you need to use a VPN on multiple devices, then a free Android isn’t going to be much help.How to set up a free VPN on an Android
device?Here’sre’s how to set up a free VPN service on your Android device:Search for a free VPN of your choice on the Play StoreTap on Install to start the downloading process.Once it is installed, launch the VPN app.Sign up for the free VPN.Log in with your credentials.Choose a VPN server location. Free Android VPNs to Avoid With so many free
VPNs available, there are quite a few that can be malicious to your privacy. Hola VPNAmong the top free VPN apps, Hola is a hugely popular VPN app for Android that is free of cost. Another difference between paid and free VPNs is their performance. Minimum Requirement: Minimal logs of non-identifiable data like total usage collected.Privacy is a
major issue for free VPNs. A Study reveals 40% of the free VPNs sell user data. Minimum Requirement: A dedicated, easy-to-use Android app.Not all free VPNs offer apps for Android. Research analyzing 283 VPN apps on Google Store revealed that 18% of VPNs on Android do not encrypt data traffic.That’s not all. Anything below 256-bit cipher is not
acceptable.That said, make sure the VPN offers the latest OpenVPN and WireGuard protocols. Moreover, you are vulnerable to cybercrime, especially on public Wi-Fi.With the best free VPN service, you can mask your IP address so any third party cannot determine your true location, allowing you to access the web privately. An ideal free VPN should
not slow down your internet speeds by more than 20-30%.However, keep in mind that most free VPNs offer limited servers that are often used by multiple users at the same time. This way, you will get some level of online anonymity.If you don’t use a VPN, your ISP (Internet Service Provider) and other people can see your online activities. When
choosing a VPN, make sure it offers AES 256-bit encryption that is the standard these days. 67.1.3508.63168 Feb 3rd, 2022 67.0.3508.63081 Jan 31rd, 2022 67.0.3508.63081 Jan 31rd, 2022 66.2.3445.62346 Jan 19th, 2022 66.2.3445.62346 Dec 16th, 2021 66.2.3445.62346 Jan 19th, 2022 Hotspot Shield VPN offers 3,200+ servers, including physical
and virtual, from 80+ countries with its premium subscription. Hola was also found to sell user bandwidth for botnet attacks, which is a huge red flag. Information like this is required to maintain the service and is deleted every few months.5. SecurityRecommended: AES 256-bit encryption, OpenVPN, WireGuard protocols. Paid VPNs offer fast speeds
and reliable connections. The minimum requirement is 10 GB per month of data.Security – Does it offer 256-bit encryption or keeps no logs.Fast Speeds – Can you use it for streaming or for downloading torrents.Bandwidth Limit – How much data can you consume each month.Trustworthiness – Does it contain hidden malware.Servers – How many
servers does it offer.Compatibility – Can you use it on apple, Android, Windows, macOS, and more.Customer Support – Reliable and effective 24/7 customer support for immediate technical assistance.1. Data CapRecommended: Unlimited data allowance monthly. So, when it comes to choosing a free VPN, don’t compromise on the logging policy.
However, these features are bonus features and are not essential.When you are downloading apps, make sure to download them from the official website of VPN services. No matter what you use a free VPN Android for, it will consume data. So, Speedify is not your average run-of-the-mill VPN. Anything less than 2GB is not recommended because you
will end up exhausting all the data within a few hours of browsing. Therefore, make sure the free VPN you choose offers a bespoke app for Android devices. Most trustworthy VPNs use the same logging policy for their free and paid services.When you are looking for a free VPN for Android, read the provider logging policy and see how much data is
shared with third parties. Some VPNs like ProtonVPN also offer unlimited bandwidth for users as well.2. SpeedRecommended: Less than 20% speed loss on local servers and 30% of long-distance servers. With many VPNs turning out to be scams and capable of leaking private information of Android users, it pays to be careful when searching for
one.Upon our comprehensive testing, we discovered Windscribe to be a completely free VPN for Android with a Play Store rating of 4.3/5.0, 10 GB/month bandwidth limit, 93 Mbps speed on a 100 Mbps internet connection, and compatibility with Android 11, 10, 9, 8, 7.However, for most optimized and ultimate security, privacy, data protection, and
unblocking capabilities on Android devices, we suggest subscribing to a paid VPN provider such as ExpressVPN. Here are the most notable free Android VPNs that free VPN users must avoid:1. Some free VPNs enable advertisement by third parties that contain trackers. Minimum Requirement: less than 20% speed loss.Just like data caps, download
speeds also have a huge impact on the performance of a VPN. With a high-quality free VPN on your Android device, you can hide your real IP address and encrypt your web traffic. This clearly shows that it is wiser to use a paid VPN if you want to be safe. You can purchase “ts “12 months + 3 months” subscription for a limited time, which comes with
a 30-days money-back guarantee.Below you’ll find a quick comparison between the 10 best free VPNs for Android so that you can easily make the best VPN provider selection for your device.VPNs Safe JurisdictionSecurityUnlimited BandwidthComprehensive Server NetworkMulti-loginsStreamingAndroid compatibility24/7 Customer Support.APK File
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